
Gaiam Reusable Water Bottles

Theoretical Rationale: Theory of Planned Behavior

Ad Message: Buy and use reusable water bottles

Target Audience: Young Digerati 

Upscale, Younger Family Mix 

Young Digerati are tech-savvy and live in fashionable neighborhoods on the urban 

fringe. Affluent, highly educated and ethnically mixed. Young Digerati communities 

are typically filled with trendy apartments and condos, fitness clubs and clothing 

boutiques, casual restaurants and all types of bars—from juice to coffee to microbrew

Theoretical Rationale:

Tenet 1: Focus on behaviors rather than attitudes- Buy and use reusable water 

bottles”

Tenet 2: Attitude toward behavior- attitudes are strong, salient and positive. 

Elements show target audience how to act proactively. By telling them what negative 

things are occurring due to their behavior, their attitude toward their behavior will 

change. 

Tenet 3: People perceive whether or not they have volitional control over a given 

behavior- target audience is unsure whether or not they have volitional control over 

saving the environment, so they need knowledge of what changing their behavior will 

do. This is why the ad tells them how them using reusable water bottles will directly 

help the environment. 

Tenet 4: Call to action to adopt a behavior- Copy- “Saving the environment starts 

with you!”



86% of plastic water bottles used in the United States end up in landfills, 

taking up to 1,000 years to biodegrade

Transporting bottled water consumes approximately 1.5 million barrels of 

fossil fuel per year

Americans are currently adding 30 million PET water bottles to our landfills 

every day

When you use an aluminum bottle, your water remains free of unhealthy 

plastic residues

Change Grow Transform

100% Leak Proof

100% Recyclable

100% YOU

Saving The Environment Starts With You

Make The Switch from Plastic Water Bottles to

GAIAM Reusable Water Bottles. Why? 



Reusable Bags

Theoretical Rationale: Humor & Bandwagon



Jump on board to save the environment and start using reusable shopping 

bags instead of paper or plastic. It’s easy to find a designed bag that matches 

your taste, fits your lifestyle and is as unique as you are. So change your habits 

and be a part of the group that is making a difference. 

Reusable bags- saving the environment one shopper at a time. 

Get Hip! Get Green! Get With It!



Gaiam eco-friendly Products

Theoretical Rationale Elaboration Likelihood model: central route

Ad Message: Purchase and use Gaiam eco-friendly products

Target Audience: Young Digerati 

Upscale, Younger Family Mix 

Young Digerati are tech-savvy and live in fashionable neighborhoods on the urban 

fringe. Affluent, highly educated and ethnically mixed. Young Digerati communities 

are typically filled with trendy apartments and condos, fitness clubs and clothing 

boutiques, casual restaurants and all types of bars—from juice to coffee to 

microbrew

Theoretical Rationale: The central route is one where people think, use cognition:  

1) product is expensive; 2) complex; 3) difficult to attain; 4) unfamiliar- Somewhat 

complex and unfamiliar topic surrounding buying eco-friendly products instead of 

other products. Forces viewer to think about why they should switch to only buying 

eco-friendly products.  

The central route requires making the viewer feel personally responsible in order to 

want to change their action of not buying eco-friendly products. 



Life Is Full of ChoicesLife Is Full of ChoicesLife Is Full of ChoicesLife Is Full of Choices………… Make a Conscious Make a Conscious Make a Conscious Make a Conscious One One One One 

Gaiam invites you to live consciously, in harmony with the environment, the planet and the 

people who share our home.  From Yoga supplies to energy efficient products, Gaiam 

provides healthy living solutions for not only you but mother earth as well. Gaiam strives to 

constantly honor the earth, for all the beautiful gifts it gives to us everyday no matter what 

we do to it. By representing planetary awareness Gaiam encourages people to enrich their 

own lives and those of future generations by protecting our planet, its natural resources 

and its inhabitants. Buy Gaiam because Gaiam Gives Back  



Extend Your Yoga Practice

Shop GAIAM



EMPOWER Others

EXPERIENCE Culture 

EMBRACE Diversity 

ENHANCE Lives 

EXPLORE 

Each time you purchase a fair trade product through 

Gaiam, you provide inspiring artisans with opportunity to 

achieve livable wages and share and preserve their 

unique culture with you. One World, One Choice, 

GAIAM.


